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Release Notes 
 

 

 
Radio 

Firmware 
PassPort 
Firmware 

Professional 
Series 

Programming 
Software 

(CPS) 

PassPort 
Customer 

Programming 
Software 
(PPCPS) 

HT1250·LS+ 
Portable 

R05.09.11 or later R08.00.18 or 
later R06.05.03 or later R05.00.14 

CDM1550·LS+ 
Mobile 

R05.05.15 or later R08.00.18 or 
later R06.05.03 or later R05.00.14 

 

Note: PassPort CPS version R05.00.14 or higher is required for programming LS
+ 
Radios 

(Portables and Mobiles) with PassPort Firmware R08.00.18 or higher, and should not be 
used on radios with PassPort Firmware below R07.02.09! Failure to comply with this note 
could lead to programming errors in your radio.  
 
For further information regarding compatibility between the different versions of Radio 
Firmware, PassPort Firmware, Motorola Customer Programming Software and PassPort 
Customer Programming Software, please refer to the PassPort Software Compatibility 
document included in the PassPort CPS (PPCPS) R05.00.14 software.  
 
To access the PassPort RSSI Charts, click on “Start > Programs > Motorola > PassPort 
CPS > PPCPS R05.00.14 > PassPort RSSI Charts”. 
 
To access the PassPort Data Configuration Guide, click on “Start > Programs > Motorola 
> PassPort CPS > PPCPS R05.00.14 > PassPort Data Configuration Guide”. 
 
To access the PassPort Data Site Search Guide, click on “Start > Programs > Motorola > 
PassPort CPS > PPCPS R05.00.14 > PassPort Site Search”. 
 
To access the PassPort CPS Release Notes, click on “Start > Programs > Motorola > 
PassPort CPS > PPCPS R05.00.14 > PassPort CPS R05.00.14 Release Notes”. 
 
To access the PassPort Software Compatibility, click on “Start > Programs > Motorola > 
PassPort CPS > PPCPS R05.00.14 > PassPort Software Compatibility”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: In order to view the PassPort CPS documents and charts, Adobe Acrobat Reader and Microsoft 
Word are required.  
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I. Enhancements 
 

None 
II. Corrections 
 

CCMPD00751950: Latest PPCPS is not launched from CPS 
CPS does not launch the latest PPCPS; it launches the last R04 
or lower release that was installed. 
 

CCMPD00756627: One touch button does not retain its value when codeplug is 
saved to an archive 
One touch buttons not keeping the value when assigned to last 
radio call entry, after saving codeplug. 

 
III. Known Issues 

 
CCMPD00495187: PPCPS: Validate Integer Field only and disallow decimal 

PPCPS can accept decimal number in Field like ASID in the Radio 
Call List and VHF Channel List. This decimal number is rounded 
after the fields are validated. 

CCMPD00509213: Copy/paste does not work in Zone Data form and Edit 
Talkgroup form 
It is not possible to copy and paste in the fields in the Zone Data 
from and Edit Talkgroup form. Copy and paste also does not work 
in tables. 

CCMPD00414146: PPCPS does not verify if the non standard VHF frequencies to 
be removed are used 
If the user removes a frequency in the non standard list that is 
used in other forms, PPCPS will not warn the user and the 
operation will be allowed. 

CCMPD00547128: When using Save As menu, filename in the title bar is not 
updated 
The title bar should always contain the filename, without the .psp 
extension, of the current codeplug. 

CCMPD00548131: Right after reading from a radio and clicking on Save icon, 
PPCPS does not save 
PPCPS is supposed to simulate a Save As operation if the user 
reads a radio and clicks on the Save icon without modifying any 
field in the codeplug. 

CCMPD00556352: PPCPS will close even if there is an error in a form 
 Upon exiting the application, if the user saves and there is an error 

in the current form, a prompt will appear to display the error and 
PCPS will close. PPCPS should not close if there is an error in 
order to let the user correct the error. 
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IV. PassPort CPS R05.00.14 Converting a Classic Codeplug to an 
Enhanced Codeplug 

 

1. Open any classic R07.02.09 codeplug archive file, or read from radio. 
2. Go to PPCPS Convert menu and choose a conversion option. 

3. PPCPS will convert the codeplug and enable editing of enhanced features. 
4. The user can save the codeplug to an archive file. 

 
 
For more details consult the PPCPS help. 
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